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Abstract

The beat 毎quen” is very in甲ortant for the sound of Budcfliist ten^le bells, but its concrete origins have not yet been folly clarified. 

In(nir res^rch, we considers! the beat of the bell at Hojobo Ter珥)le (Kana^wa Prefecture). Although its beat frequency has already 

been measured as 1.6 Hz, no satisfactory explanation has been offered for the factor that determines this value. In our previous 

research, we investigated the “Doza," the point where the bell is struck, and the “Obi： the vertical stripes ar여md the bell, both 

of which are cinmmferential asymmetrical factors that can be visually recognize!. Our investigations were carried out by using 

the Finite Element Method. These factors, however, could not sufficiently explain the beat frequency. Here, we first investigate 

the "Nyu； the many small 하FQjectkms on the bell, and the deviation between the centers of 出e inner and outer diameters of the 

bell. These two factors, however, were also found tobe insufficient explanations of the beat frequency. Throu^i subsequent 

investigation, however, we finally clarifiM that the teat frequency^ origin lies in the local dimension variation in the “Komazume," 

which is the bottom part of the bell as well as its thick©마 part.
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I. Introduction

The sound of Buddhist temple bells has long been 

loved in Japan for its power to give people a serene 

state of mind. The beat is very important to each 

belFs distinct sound. It is generally understood that 

the sound of a bell's beat is generated by formal or 

material asymmetrical factors on the belPs circum

ference； however, its concrete origins in various 

Buddhist temple bells have not yet been fully 

이arified [1].

In our research, we considered the beat of the bell 

at Hojobo Tenple (Isehara City, Kanagawa Prefecture),
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which ha앙 a typical sound of the bells found in old 

Japanese temples [1, 2, 3].

Figure 1 shows the outline, the main dimensions, 

and the names of th앤 principal parts of the Hojobo 

temple bell [4]. Figure 2 shows the actual sound 

wave of the bell at Hojobo Temple [5]. A regular 

beat can be observed in the figure, and its beat 

frequency is calculated at about 1.6 Hz. Until now, 

however, our research has not been able to 

adequately explain the origin of thisbeat frequency 

[1, 6, 7, 8, 9]. In our previous research, we used 

the finite element method (FEM) to analyze the 

visually recognizable asymmetrical factors of th연 

bell around its circumference as the origins of th운 

beat. These factors include the “Doza,” where the 

bell is struck, and the "Obi,” the vertical stripes around
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the bell. The beat frequency obtained by these two 

factors, however, was 0.4 Hz at most, which is far 

from the actual value.

In this paper, we begin our search for the origins 

of the beat by first investigating the "Nyu," the many 

small projections on the bell； our second inves

tigation looks into the deviation between the centers 

of the inner and outer diameters of the bell [8]. 

Neither of these factors, however, can sufficiently 

explain the beat frequency. As our third investigation 

into the origins of the beat, we examine the local 

dimensional variations in the “Komazume," which is 

the bottom part of the bell [9]. This third inves

tigation clarifies that the origin of the examined bell's 

beat frequency, or by extension that of other bells, 

is due to local dimensional variations in the "Komazume." 

More concretely, the beat frequency can be con

trolled by slightly increasing or decreasing the thick

ness of the Komazume. Such local dimensional variations 

in the Komazume, in terms of thickness, can be easily 

observed on the actual Komazume of the Hojobo 

temple bell.

II. An히ysis Mod이

The FEM analysis model of the bell at the Hojobo 

Temple was structured as follows. First, its two- 

dimensional FEM cross-sectional shape was made. 

The full model was configured by rotating its cross 

-sectional shape by 360 degrees.

Figure 3 shows the analysis model. Each element 

was composed of 20 contact points. The elements of 

the Komazume and Doza parts were madesmaller 

than the other parts. As is shown, although the real 

Doza shape is circular, the FEM simulated shape of 

this miniaturized bell was configured in a quadril

ateral shape on condition that the mass of each Doza 

is the same. The number of circumferential divisions 

was 60, and the two small upper areas were selected 

as fixed areas, as shown in the figure. The analysis 

software is Marc K7.3. The Hojobo temple bell is

1 sec
Fig. 2. Actu기 sound wave of the bell at Hojobo Temple.

Fixed areas

Doza
Fig. 3. Analysis mod이 of the bell at Hojobo Temple.
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made of bronze, and Table 1 shows the three material 

constants for bronze that are needed for the analysis 

[10].

The FEM is an analysis method to solve the 

characteristic equation to obtain the eigenvalues of, 

in the case of the present subject, the vibration fre

quencies as well as the vibration modes. Concretely, 

the discrete equation for the contact point displacement 

vector of each finite element can be represented as 

follows [11].

Ma+Ca+Ka+Ka+f=0 (1)

Here, M is the whole mass matrix, K is the whole 

stiffness matrix, Ca is a damping term, and f is a. load 

vector. Eliminating both Ca and f from this equation, 

and substituting the periodical solution a=aexpGu?t) 

into it, the following characteristic equation can b언 

obtained.

I —c/M+KKO (2)

The solutions for the vibration frequencies as well 

as the vibration modes can be obtain안d by solving 

Equation (2).

Table 2 compares the measured and FEM-analyzed 

vibration frequencies of each mode for th양 Hojobo 

temple bell. As shown in the table, the differences 

between them are around 3-5%. The reason for this 

can be considered the differences in the mat얀rial 

constants and in the details of the partial shapes. 

Such differences, however, are not important in 

understanding the belFs acoustics.

III. Fundamental Principles for Generation 

of the Bell s Beat

It has already been clarified that the fundamental 

principles involved in the generation of a Ell's beat, 

or the beat of similar instruments, are grounded in 

formal or material circumferential asymmetrical factors 

[1]. Figure 4 exemplifies these principles for the 

gener거tion of the 4-0 mode b얀at when the asym

metrical factor is the Doza. As shown in the figure, 

if the bell has this circumferential asymmetrical 

factor, two vibration modes occur. In on연 mode, th샹 

location of the maximum vibration amplitude includes 

the Doza, while in the other one it does not include 

the Doza. There is a slight difference in vibration 

frequency between these two vibration modes, in 

which the former frequency is slightly higher than 

the latter frequency. The beat occurs due to the 

difference between these two mod은s' frequ여ncigs. 

Here, we name the fundamental vibration mode that 

involves the Doza the 4~0H mode, while the one that 

doesn't involve the Doza is named the 4-OL mode. 

The angle betweeneach loop location for these two

Table 1. Bronze material constants of bell.

Yang's Modulus 8.08x10，° N/m2

Poissorv흐 ratio 0358

Mass (tensity 8.60 x 1 o3 kg/m3

Ta버읂 2. Vibration frequencies.

Male FEM analyzed Mea아 u「ed

4-0 143.0 137.8

6-0 319.0 3혀,8

8-0 395.4 378.6

(Hz)

4-OH 4-OL

Fig. 4. Vibration aspects of the bell W 4-OL and 4-OH modes.
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Fig. 5. Vibration asp颌않 of the bell for 4-OL and 4-OH modes 

obtained by FEM analysis.

modes from the center of the bell is 45° as shown 

in the figure. The results shown in Figure 5, obtained 

by FEM analysis whose vibration mode is 4-0, 

proves the above principle. As clearly shown in the 

figure, the 4-OH vibration mode (Fig.5 (a)) is the 

vibration mode whos영 maximum vibration amplitude 

includes the Doza, while the 4-OL vibration mode 

(Fig. 5 (b)) is the one that does not include the Doza. 

The angle of each loop location for these two modes 

from the center of the bell 治 definitely 45° .

IV. Influence of Actual Circumferenti세 Asy

mmetrical Factors on Beat Frequency

In addition to the Doza and Obi, we investigated, 

as possible origins of the Hojobo temple bell's 

1.6—Hz be좌t frequency, two other circumferential 
o

asymmetrical factors of the bell that could be
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Fig. 6. Relationship between the 脚이《游ss of the Nyu and 

4-0 mode beat frequency.

visually recognized. These were the "Nyu,” the many 

small projections on the bell, and the deviation 

between the centers of the inner and outer diameters 

of the bell. The finite element method (FEM) model 

of the Hojobo temple b운11 was constructed in the 

same wy as that described in our previous research [1].

4.1. Influence of "Nyu" on Beat Frequency

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the thickness 

of the Nyu and the 4-0 mod연 beat frequency 

obtained by FEM analysis. Here, the FEM analysis 

model of the Nyu was structured so that the cross 

-sectional area corresponds to the real one of the 

Hojobo temple b운whose model includes the Doza 

but not the Obi. As shown in the figure, the 4-0 

mode beat frequency of 0.3 Hz clearly corresponds 

with that of the Doza [1] and does not depend on the 

thickness of the Nyu at all. This result shows that 

the "Nyu" had absolutely no influence on beat 

frequency.

4.2. Influence of Deviation between the Centers 

of the Inre and Outer Diameters of the 

Bell on B얀at Frequency
We next analyzed the influence of the deviation 

between the centers of the inner and outer diameters 
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of the bell on beat frequency. Figure 7 shows how 

this deviation is defined as the value r. Since the 

average thickness of Hojobo's bell is 12 mm, we 

analyzed the influence of the deviation up to a maximum 

6 mm. Two cases were investigated- with two Dozas 

and with one Doza attached to th순 bell.

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the 

deviation length r and the 4-0 mode beat frequency. 

Although figure 8clarifies that the d언viation is indeed

Fig. 7. Definition of the deviation between the centers of 

the inner and outer diameters of the bell (A” D are 

Doza locations).

Value r: deviation between the centers of 
the inner and outer diameters (mm): 
— A~D indicates Doza locations —

Fig, 8. Relationship between deviation r and 4-0 n2de beat 

fre 이 uenc부 •

one of the origins of the beat frequency, the beat 

frequency reaches 0.6 Hz at most, which is far from 

its real value of 1.6 Hz. Therefore, the deviation 

between the centers of the inner and outer diameters 

cannot be the controlling factor in beat freq냐ency.

V. Influence of Dimensional Variation near 

the Komazume on Beat Frequency： 

When the Number of Dimension-Varied 

Locations is one

It was clarified through the above analyses that 

none of the obtained results could fully explain the 

real 4一 0 mode beat frequency of 1.6 Hz for the 

Hojobo temple bell. Consequently, it became necessary 

to investigate other asymmetrical factors on the 

circumference of the bell as possible explanations of 

the beat frequency's origins. By newly measuring 

the Komazume's bottom thickness at different positions 

on the actual Hojobo bell, it was found that these 

values scatter from a minimum of 73 mm to a maximum 

of 83 mm. This section presents the results of our 

investigations into the influence of the dimensional 

variations at the Komazume5 s bottom area on beat 

frequency.

Figure 9 shows the model 니sed for the dimensional 

variations of the Komazume's bottom area, Based on

Changed thickness
Fig. 9, Definitions for the dimensional variations of <sheight,!, 

^thickness" and “width” at the Komazume.
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the locally changed thickness of the Komazume, an 

irregular region forms over a certain portion of the 

bell, beginning from the bottom. Three factors were 

defined to quantify the dimensional changes in the 

Komazume： "height” of the irregular region from the 

bottom of the bell, “thickness” of the irregular region, 

and “width" of the iwregul허r region as a portion of the 

belFs circumference.

Here, two cases were analyzed； 1) one location 

and 2) two locations of dimensional change on the 

circumference (i.e. irregular regions). The three 

variable factors ("height," "thickness” and “width") 

for these dimensionally changed regions were not 

changed simultaneously but separately. For instance, 

when the “height” was changed, the changed values 

for both “thickness” and "width" of the studied part 

were fixed to center values. These center values of 

change for "height； "thickness,” and “width" were 

set to 198 mm, plus or minus 4 mm, and 231.4 mm, 

respectively.

When the height or the width of the dimensionally 

chawed region (s) was varied, the model was analyzed 

under two thickness conditions. Here, these conditions 

are termed "thicker change/* where the thickness 

value was fixed to +4 mm from the Komazume's 

center value, and '"thinner change," where the thickness 

value wa도 fixed to -4 mm from the Komazume^ 

center value. (Note： as can be seen in Fig. 9, the 

absolute thickness of the irt연gular region naturally 

decreases from bottom to top； however, in our model 

the amount of changed thickness was kept to a con

stant 4 mm.) On the contrary, when the thickness of 

the dimensionally changedregion was varied, the height 

and the width were set to their center values of 

change at 198 mm and 231.4 mm, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the r연lationship between the 

changed thickness of the Komazume,s bottom part 

and the 4-0 mode vibration fr은q니ency* In this model, 

although two Dozas were attached at the same 

heights from the bottom of the bell as those of the 

real bell, their circumferential locations were varied 

for a few typical cases. None of the results, however, 

showed dependence on the circumferential locations. 

As shown in the figure, the 'Thicker changed； H 

mode” and "Thinner changed； L mode" frequencies 

changed much more than the "Thicker changed； L 

mode" and 'Thinner changed； H mode" frequencies, 

respectively. (Recall that H mode refers to vibration 

involving the Doza, while L mode refers to vibration 

without the Doza.) The reasons for these results can 

be easily understood by referring to the fundamental 

principles discussed in section 2.

From the results of Figure 10, the relationship 

between the changed thickness of the Komazume's 

bottom part and the 4-0 mode beat frequency could 

be obtained as shown in Figure 11. The target 4-0 

mode beat freqti얀ncy of 1.6 Hz appeared when the 

changed thicknesses of the Komazume^s bottom part 

were around 3 mm and 3.6 mm for the thinner and 

thicker changes, respectively.

On the contrary, we actually measured the Komazume^ 

bottom part thickness values on the whole circum

ference of the bell at Hojobo Temple by using a 

vernier caliper. As a result, it was clarified that the 

values scattered from a minimum 73 mm to a maximum
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Fig. 10. Relationship between changed thickness of Komazume's 

bottom part and 4-0 mode" ©vibration frequency. 
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83 mm. Therefore, it is easily known that the changed 

thickness values of 3-3.6 mm obtained by FEM 

analysis in each direction are within those actually 

measured in the real Hojobo temple bell.

Here, to avoid any misunderstanding「산lated to the 

method of “modeling" the size variations around the 

Komazume part, we explain in more detail why the 

measured data themselves were not directly 냖sed for 

the FEM model. As is well known, the method us언d 

to construct these bells is casting. Consequently, this 

process surely produces unevenness (scattering) in 

the values for the belfs various dimensions, including 

the thickness of the Komazume's bottom part. More

over, this resulting urevenness never shows any regularity. 

Therefore, the possible measured values in this cas딴 

wereonly the minimum and .maximum values obtained 

by using vernier calipers as the measuring tool (even 

if any other tools were 냖sed, the various sizes on the 

bell wo니Id always be too random for use in cons

tructing an FEM model).

Figure 12 shows a similar relationship between the 

changed width of the Komazume's bottom part and 

the 4-0 mode beat frequency. Similarly, as in the 

case of changing the thickness of the Komazume^ 

bottom part, it was clarified that the target 4-0 mode 

beat frequency of 1.6 Hz appeared when the changed 

width of the Komazume^ bottom part was roughly 

within 100-400 mm.

As in both of the cases above, it was clarified that 

the target 4~0 mode beat frequency of 1.6 Hz 

appeared when the changed height of the Komazume^s 

bottom part was roughly over 100 mm as shown in 

Figure 13.

VI. Influence of Dimensional Variation n泡 

the Komazume on Beat Frequency： 

VWei the Number of Dimension-Varied 

Locations is Two

This section shows the results for investigations 

similar to those shown above for the case when the
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number of dimension—changed locations is two. 

Figure 14 shows four (A~D) bottom views of the bell 

w안 investigated, each representing a different con

figuration of the two dimension-change locations 

relative to the locations of the two Dozas.

Figure 15shows the relationship between the 
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thicker-changed thickness at each location of the 

Komazume's bottom part and the 4-0 mode beat 

frequency. The symbols A, B, C, D in thefigure 

correspond to the configurations shown in Figure 14. 

Here, the height and width at the dimension-changed 

locations were fix얀d to 198 mm and 231.4 mm, 

respectiv시y. Figure 16 shows a similar relationship 

between the thinner-changed thickness for 은ach 

location of the Komazume's bottom part and the 4-0 

mode beat frequency.

Both Figures 15 and 16show that the target 4-0 

mode beat frequency of 1.6 Hz appeared when the 

changed thicknesses were around L5~2 mm for the 

thinner- and thicker-changed locations of th얀 

Komazume^s bottom part. These 1.5-2 mm values 

are almost half those for th언 case when the number 

of dimension-changed locations is one, 거s shown in 

Figure 11. These results can thus better explain th얀 
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origins of the actually measured beat frequency than 

those for the case when the number of dimension 

-changed locations is one, since the thickness of the 

real Komazume5s bottom part randomly scatters 

from a minimum 73 mm to a maximum 83 mm, as 

described above. In other words, the model with two 

point옹 of variation more closely approximates the 

Komazume structure of the actual bell.

The random thickness variation in the real Komazume^ 

bottom part, which ranges within 10 mm, can be 

regarded by extension as the consequence of having 

a number of dimension-varied locations.

Therefore, we can conclude that the origin of the 

Hojobo temple bell'오 beat frequency of 1.6 Hz is 

mainly due to the slight variation in the thickn연원s of 

the Komazume part. Generally, Japanese temple 

bells have similar hmdamental shape factors, which 

include those of the Doza, Nyu, Obi and Komazume. 

From our investigation, therefore, the origin of the 

beat of Japanese temple bells is assumed to be 

generally the same as that found for the Hojobo 

temple bell.

Finally, based on th얀 investigations described 

above, w연 give the reason why the vibration mode 

for the measured beat frequency of 1.6 Hz corresponds 

to the 4-0 vibration mod은, Of course, all of the FEM 

simulated raw data for Figs. 6, 8-13, 15, and 16, as 

well as Fig. 13 in Ref. [1], were obtained after 

confirming each vibration mode from the simulated 

vibration motions, which was the 4-0 mode. On the 

other hand, as shown in R윈f. [1], the vibration center 

position for each vibration mode differs from those 

of the oth댠rs (the higherthe mode number, the higher 

the vibration center position measured from the 

bottom of the bell). The Doza'오 center position on the 

Hojobo temple bell is located about 240 mm from th운 

bottom, which is very dos연 to that of the 6-0 vibration 

mode. F낞『thermoie as described in Ref, [1], the 

Doza's thickness is 11.5 mm, which can be considered 

sufficient and much more cogpicwus as the bell's 

asymmetrical factor than the local size variations at 

the Komazume, which is the thick bottom part of th운 

bell. The FEM simulated 6-0 mode beat frequency, 

howev은！', is 0.65 Hz at most (that of the 8-0 

vibration mode is 0.53 Hz), which is far from 1.6 Hz. 

Considering these factors and the investigations in 

the paper, it can be concluded that the measured 1.6 

Hz beat frequency is mainly due to the local size 

variations at the Komazume and, moreover, that the 

vibration mode is the 4-0 mode.

VII. Conclusions

We investigated the origins of the Japanese temple 

belPs beat frequency by 니sing FEM analysis, adopting 

Hojobo Temple's bell as an example. In searching for 

th운se origins, we first investigated circumfer연ntial 

asymmetrical factors of the bell that are visually 

recognizable, such as the Nyu and the deviation 

between the inner and outer diameters of the bell. 

Neither of these factors, however, could sufficiently 

explain the origin of the beat frequency.

Our subsequent research has clarified that the 

origin of the 1.6-Hz beat frequency of the Hojobo 

bell, or by extension that of other Japanese temple 

bells, is mainly due to the k)c저 1 size variations at the 

Komazume, which is the thick bottom part of the bell. 

More concretely, the beat frequency is controlled by 

slightly increasing or degasing the thickness at 

local re용ions of the Komazume. Such local dimensional 

variations in the Komazume can be easily obs얀rved 

on the actual Komazume of the Hojobo temple bell. 

From our investigations, the origin of the beat of 

Japanese temple bells is assumed to be mostly the 

same as that of Hojobo Templet bell, considering 

the fact that Japanese temple bells have similar 

fundamental shape factors.
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